Response of preimplantation murine embryos to heat shock as modified by developmental stage and glutathione status.
Objectives were to characterize developmental changes in response to heat shock in the preimplantation mouse embryo and to evaluate whether ability to synthesize glutathione is important for thermal resistance in mouse embryos. Heat shock (41 degrees C for 1 or 2 h) was most effective at disrupting development to the blastocyst stage when applied to embryos at the 2-cell stage that were delayed in development. Effects of heat shock on ability of embryos to undergo hatching were similar for 2-cell, 4-cell, and morula stage embryos. The phenomenon of induced thermotolerance, for which exposure to a mild heat shock increases resistance to a more severe heat shock, depended upon stage of development and whether embryos developed in vitro or in vivo. In particular, induced thermotolerance was observed for morulae derived from development in vivo but not for 2-cell embryos or morulae that developed in culture. Administration of buthionine sulfoximine to inhibit glutathione synthesis did not increase thermal sensitivity of 2-cell embryos or morulae but did reduce subsequent development of 2-cell embryos at both 37 degrees and 41 degrees C. In summary, changes in the ability of 2-cell through morula stages to continue to develop following a single heat shock were generally minimal. However, 2-cell embryos delayed in development had reduced thermal resistance, and therefore, maternal heat stress may be more likely to cause mortality of embryos that are already compromised in development. There were also developmental changes in the capacity of embryos to undergo induced thermotolerance. Glutathione synthesis was important for development of embryos but inhibition of glutathione synthesis did not make embryos more susceptible to heat shock.